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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
HAROLD R. DENTON, DIRECTOR 

In the Matter of ) 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-206 
(10 CFR 2.206) 

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating ) 
Station, Unit 1) ) 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

I 

By letter dated July 10, 1981, Ralph Nader requested that the Nuclear Regula

tory Commission (NRC) suspend the operating license for the San Onofre Nuclear 

Generating Station Unit 1 until a license review has been completed. His 

request is similar to the requests made in petitions received since November 

1979 (44 FR 75535, December 20, 1979) from approximately 1560 residents of 

California which also have been considered under 10 CFR 2.206 of the 

Commission's regulations.  

The asserted bases, in summary form, for the request by Mr. Nader were that: 

(1) San Onofre Unit 1 has been identified as having the highest probability 

of a meltdown of any California reactor.  
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(2) San Onofre Unit 1 is designed to withstand a 5.0 magnitude seismic event, 

yet the Newport-Inglewood Fault 4 miles offshore is capable of a 7.5 magni

tude earthquake.  

(3) Half of the population of California would be affected by a serious acci

dent at San Onofre.  

(4) No workable or demonstrated evacuation plan exists for the immediate 10 

miles surrounding the plant.  

(5) A review by the Federal Emergency Management Agency concluded that the 

demonstration of the evacuation planning is "woefully inadequate." The 

NRC's own analysis (NUREG-0490) states that a meltdown accident at San 

Onofre could cause up to 130,000 acute deaths and 300,000 latent 

fatalities.  

In addition, Mr. Nader asserts that new seismic information underscores the 

gravity of the situation at San Onofre and that Unit 1 is externally and inter

nally susceptible to any major ground motion.  

The issue of seismic capabilities of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 

Unit 1 and the adequacy of the evacuation plans are discussed in a separate 

decision (DD-81-19) in response to the petition by approximately 1560 Southern 

California residents. That decision is hereby incorporated by reference. This 

decision responds to the additional allegations made by Mr. Nader, paragraph 

by paragraph, in the following discussion.  
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II 

Mr. Nader asserts in paragraph three, item 1 of his July 10, 1981 letter that: 

"San Onofre Unit I has been identified as having the highest 
probability of a meltdown of any reactor in California, according 
to a study prepared by Science Applications, Inc., for the. Cali
fornia Office of Emergency Services." 

The staff has performed a brief review of the Executive Summary of the lengthy 

report. The report does not directly state that, but instead refers to the 

comparative probabilities of accident occurrences per year for each of the 

scenarios examined. As an example, Scenario 1 is containment failure by 

"energetic missile produced by steam explosion" and includes the assumption 

that containment sprays do not operate. The probability of this event is

5 x 10-7 per year for San Onofre Unit 1. This is approximately a factor of 

ten times the probability of occurrence of this scenario at the WASH-1400 

plant (Surry) and the factor of 10 difference is generally carried throughout 

the remainder of the accident sequences studied. However, the probability of 

the event is only one of a number of significant parameters with regard to 

implications of impact of an accident upon the health and safety of the public.  

What is equally important in the study is the predicted consequences of. the 

events under consideration. Table 3-1 of the study's Executive Summary shows 

that expected downwind whole body doses from the accident scenarios are less 

at San Onofre 1 than at any other California plant except Humboldt Bay (which 

is shut down). Table 3-2 of the Executive Summary shows that less than 0.1 

early fatalities are expected from the three worst scenarios at San Onofre 1, 

using 1975 population figures and assuming no emergency protective actions.  

This information is consistent with the NRC staff's studies discussed below.  
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The Executive Summary also states that "there is roughly a 50 percent probabil

ity that a release at...San Onofre... would be blown completely or partially in 

the direction of the Pacific Ocean." Two conclusions of the report-are partic

ularly germane: 

"1. The probabilities of occurrence of accidents at a nuclear power 
plant in California that thre aten the health and safety of 
people residing near the site are generally lower than compa
rable values in WASH-1400 and are on the order of one chance 
in a million per year of reactor operation.  

2. While the probability of serious hypothetical accidents is very 
low, the consequences can be substantial if effective evacua
tion and interdiction measures are not taken. The consequences 
for nuclear power plants in California are generally somewhat 
less than those reported in WASH-1400." 

The NRC staff has recently completed conservative studies. These studies show 

that, under severe accident conditions, including containment failure (although 

not by vessel steam explosion), an accident at San Onofre 1 would not have 

nearly the consequences purported by Mr. Nader, who referenced conservative 

assumptions for San Onofre 2/3 from a supplement to draft NUREG-0490. The 

final NUREG-0490 is the Final Environmental Statement for Units 2 and 3 and 

was not intended to address Unit 1. Unit 1.has a smaller radioactive material 

inventory than Unit 2 or 3 and consequences would, therefore, be less.  

Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix B are a summary of calculated consequences of vari

ous accident sequences at San Onofre 1, using the actual power level of 1347 

MWt and assuming evacuation to 10 miles (Table 1) and 20 miles (Table 2). The 

assumptions for the Siting Source Terms (SST) 1, 2, and 3 are presented in 

Table 3 of Appendix A, where the type of accident and nature of.containment 

leakage are explained. The consequences of SST-4 and SST-5 sequences are less 
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severe than those of SST-1, -2, and -3 and therefore the -4 and -5 sequences 

are not included. The various evacuation scenarios used in the studies are 

presented in Table 4 of Appendix A.  

There are several assumptions that must be highlighted. They are: (1) con

tainment failure is assumed to occur in 1.5 hours for the SST-1 scenario, the 

worst-case accident considered in the study; (2) population densities and dis

tributions utilized are from 1970 census data which is a nonconservative factor 

by perhaps as much as 30%; 1980 census data are not available in computerized 

form and the 30% nonconservatism is insignificant when compared to other conser

vatisms and nonconservatisms in the analysis; (3) meteorological assumptions 

were gleaned from regional meteorology, since continuous sampling was avail

able over longer periods. However, the site-specific wind rose was used.  

Although the use of regional meteorology may appear to be nonconservative and 

there is uncertainty associated with the use of any one year's data, the NRC's 

studies have shown that accident consequences are relatively insensitive to 

regional meteorology; (4) peak and probability of peak values were derived from 

conservatiye assumptions involving dispersion of the radioactive cloud; and 

(5) evacuation is considered only out to 10 miles for Table 1, but peak values 

are generated conservatively from radioactive cloud deposition at a population 

center outside 10 miles.  

Examination of Table 1 shows how overstated the values of the supplement to 

draft NUREG-0490 are as quoted by Mr. Nader in his assertions regarding San 

Onofre Unit 1. The ongoing NRC Siting Analysis study has provided some idea 

of the risk of operation of San Onofre 1. That risk is not as significant as 

Mr. Nader implies.  
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Table 1 presents results based upon an assumed evacuation to 10 miles but using 

the conservative radioactive cloud deposition beyond 10 miles, as noted in 

assumption (5) above. Table 2 utilizes the same conservative deposition assump

tion but includes evacuation to 20 miles. However, as noted below (response 

to paragraph 3 items 3, 4, and 5), the NRC requires only an evacuation plan to 

10 miles because studies show that a plan beyond 10 miles is not generally 

necessary. Table 2 has been included here only to show the conservatism of 

the assumptions that were included in Table 1. For the very low probability 

accidents having the potential for causing radiation exposure above the thres

hold for acute fatality at distances beyond 16 km (10 mi), it would be realis

tic to expect that authorities would evacuate persons at all distances at which 

such exposures might occur.  

.The NRC staff is satisfied, based on their review of accident scenarios that 

there are no special or unique features about San Onofre Unit 1 that would 

warrant special or additional engineered safety features.  

Mr. Nader asserts in paragraph three, item 2, of his letter: 

"The Newport-Inglewood Fault, only four miles offshore, is capable 
of a 7.5 magnitude earthquake, according to the U.S. Geological 
Survey. A 7.5 magnitude quake is ten times greater than the 6.5 
magnitude quake that San Onofre Units II and III are theoretically 
capable of withstanding. By comparison, Unit I is designed only to 
withstand a 5.0 magnitude seismic event." 

The geologic and seismologic investigations and reviews for the San Onofre 

Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) site are among the most extensive ever con

ducted for nuclear power plants. This incTuded seismologic and geologic 

studies of Southern California and Baja California in general and specific 

studies related to the immediate site vicinity.  
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The Offshore Zone of Deformation (OZD) is about 8 km from the SONGS site at 

its closest approach to the site. The maximum earthquake on the OZD was deter

mined from historic data and instrumentally recorded seismic activity and from 

fault parameters, including slip rate, fault length, and fault area. The vibra

tory ground motion at the site due to the occurrence of the maximum earthquake 

on the OW was determined by the us.e of empirical methods, theoretical models, 

and an examination of recent recordings of strong ground motion from earthquakes.  

The seismic record in the Southern California region extends back to the 18th 

century. From 1932 to the present a relatively complete listing of instrumen

tally determined earthquakes is available. Listings of earthquakes of Richter 

Magnitude 5 or greater within 320 km of the site and all listed earthquakes 

within 80 km of the site, for which instrumental records are available, were 

reviewed. The spatial density of these events varies with location. The 

vicinity of the SONGS site (within approximately 30 km) appears to be one of 

relatively low seismicity.  

The areas of Southern California which might be characterized as.seismically 

active are the San Jacinto, San Fernando, White Wolf, and Imperial Valley faults.  

These faults are in the range of 80 km to 240 km from the SONGS site at their 

closest approach and, therefore, are considered to present no seismic challenge 

to the plants.  

Based upon its evaluation for the SONGS Units 2 and 3 in NUREG-0712, the staff 

concluded that an appropriate representation of the maximum earthquake on the 

OZD to be used in determining the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) at SONGS is 

M (surface wave magnitude) = 7.0. The SONGS Units 2 and 3 design actually 
s-7 
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exceeds a conservative representation of the ground motion expected from an 

Ms = 7.0 earthquake at a distance of 8 km.  

The Newport-Inglewood Fault is approximately 35 km northwest of the SONGS site 

at its closest approach to the site. As a conservatism in estimating the maxi

mum earthquake to be expected on the OZD, the staff considers the Newport

Inglewood fault, the Southcoast Offshore Zone of Deformation and the Rose 

Canyon fault as one continuous zone of deformation. Mr. Nader's allegations 

on San Onofre Unit No. 1 describe the Newport-Inglewood fault as being 4 miles 

offshore (it is approximately 35 km from the site) and as "being capable of a 

7.5 magnitude earthquake, according to the U.S. Geological Survey." This char

acterization is based on the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report (OFR) 

81-115, "Scenarios of Possible Earthquakes Affecting Major California Popula

tion Centers, with Estimates of Intensity and Ground Shaking." The context in 

which OFR-81-115 was written must be understood. The Preface of OFR 81-115.  

follows: 

"Following the President's trip to review the destruction caused by 
the eruption of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980, he directed that 
an immediate assessment be undertaken of the consequences of, and 
state of preparedness for, a major earthquake in California. The 
review was conducted by an ad hoc committee of the National Security 
Council chaired by Frank Press, the President's Science Advisor.  

- This report was compiled by the staff of the U.S. Geological Survey 
Office of Earthquake Studies for use by government agencies in 
estimating casualties,.economic losses, and overall disaster pre
paredness. The basic charge to the Office of Earthquake Studies 
was to develop scenarios of credible earthquake that would severely 
affect major California population centers, to estimate intensities 
for these events, and to indicate the approximate level of strong 
ground motion in the affected regions. This report presents esti
mates of ground motion based on current data and methods and is 
thought to be accurate. Nevertheless, the information in this 
report was prepared in an extremely short period of time, solely 
for the purposes of the National Security Council review. This 
report should not be taken to represent either a comprehensive 
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statement of earthquake hazard throughout California, or a defini
tive statement regarding the effects of any specific earthquake."' 

In contrast to OFR 81-115 which was "prepared in an extremely short period of 

time" and "should not be taken to represent either a comprehensive statement 

of earthquake hazard throughout California or a definitive statement regarding 

the effect of any specific earthquake," the SONGS applicants and the NRC staff 

have spent several years conducting exhaustive investigations and reviews of 

the geology.and seismology of southern California and particularly the SONGS 

region to determine the proper earthquake parameters.  

Mr. Nader misrepresents the design of SONGS Units 2 and 3 in that he states 

the San Onofre Units 2 and 3 are only capable of withstanding a 6.5 magnitude 

earthquake. SONGS Units 2 and 3 are designed for a site-specific spectrum with 

a zero period anchor of 0.67g acceleration. This ground motion exceeds a con

servative representation of the ground motion expected at the site from an 

occurrence of an Ms = 7.0 earthquake on the OZD at a distance of 8 km.  

Mr. Nader's.allegations also understate the design of SONGS Unit 1 in stating 

that Unit 1 is designed to withstand a 5.0 magnitude seismic event. The SONGS 

Unit 1 design basis earthquake is a Housner spectrum anchored at zero period 

by an acceleration of 0.5g. This design significantly exceeds the ground 

motion expected from a magnitude 5 earthquake at a distance of 8 km. Details 

'In his testimony in the operating license proceeding for SONGS 2 and 3, James F.  
Devine, Assistant Director for Engineering Geology, USGS, reiterated that this 
report was not intended as .a detailed report on the seismicity of the San Onofre 
site. See Transcript at 5328-31, 5408, 5429-31 (Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362, 
July 28, 1981). Moreover, the report was not admitted as evidence of seismicity 
in the area. Transcript at 5444-47 (July 29, 1981).  
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of the seismic capacity and program for upgrading SONGS Unit 1 are found in 

the response to the petitions by approximately 1560 Southern California resi

dents. The response is an enclosure.to the transmittal letter for this 

decision.  

Mr. Nader asserts in paragraph three, items 3, 4, and 5 of his letter: 

"(3) Half the population of California would be affected by a 
serious accident at San Onofre. 10-12 million people live 
within 100 miles of the plant.  

(4) No workable or demonstrated evacuation plan exists for even 
the immediate 10 miles surrounding the plant. Typically, 
25,000 people populate the San Onofre State Beach during the 
summer months. These people would be stranded in the event of 
a serious accident, because the only evacuation road passes 
right by the plant.  

(5) A June review by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) concluded that the demonstration of the evacuation 
planning is 'woefully inadequate.' By the NRC's own reckoning 
(NUREG-0490) a meltdown accident at San Onofre could.cause up 
to 130,000 acute deaths, and another 300,000 latent fatalities.  
Property damages, according to Science Applications, Inc., 
could be as high as $180 billion." 

Presently, the licensee has in place an NRC-approved (October 1976) emergency 

plan for San Onofre Unit 1, which includes planning provisions for both onsite 

and offsite and accounts for population growth since the issuance of the con

struction permit for Unit 1 in 1964. A new proposed regulation was published 

in the Federal Register (44 FR 7516) on December 19, 1979, to clarify, expand, 

and further upgrade NRC's emergency planning regulations in 10 CFR Part 50, 

Appendix E. After public comments were received, a new regulation was issued 

with an effective date of November 3, 1980. In compliance with this regula

tion, the licensee submitted an updated emergency plan for NRC review in 

January 1981. In addition, the licensee submitted to the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA), with copies to NRC, emergency plans for Orange and 
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San Diego Counties, the cities of San Clemente and San Juan Capistrano, the 

U.S. Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton, and the California State Department of 

Parks and Recreation.  

The new regulation requires 10-mile radius emergency planning zones around 

nuclear power plants. The 10-mile radius area is referred to as the plume 

exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) and applies to potential air

borne exposure. Its size is based on a conclusion that it is unlikely that 

any protective actions would be required beyond the plume exposure pathway EPZ, 

given for most core-melt accidents. In addition, for worst-case core-melt acci

dents, acute fatalities would not be expected outside 10 miles. The detailed 

planning basis for this EPZ is described in the NRC/EPA Report, NUREG-0396, 

EPA 520/178-016, "Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Govern

ment Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear 

Power Plants." The planning basis is also described in-NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, 

"Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response 

Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." 

A report by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) was done for the California legisla

ture and is the basis for a recommendation by the California Office of Emergency 

Services (COES) for extended emergency planning zones larger than the 10-mile 

EPZ. The risk study performed for the State of California is similar in many 

respects to those studies that were the basis for NUREG-0396, but one of the 

most important differences was the COES assumption that no protective actions 

would be taken offsite for seven days for those individuals in local areas of 

high radiation after cloud passage. The NRC staff believes that a more realis

tic exposure time is considerably shorter and that correspondingly smaller 
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planning distances should result from use of the COES methodology. The staff, 

however, has no objection to offsite authorities laying explicit plans for dis

tances farther than 10 miles if those authorities choose to expend resources 

for this purpose. The staff's conclusion is that evacuation plans for the pop

ulation beyond the 10-mile EPZ are not required and that evacuation plans with

in the 10-mile EPZ are adequate.  

An analysis was prepared for the Southern California Edison Company by 

Wilbur Smith Associates, Traffic Engineers, entitled, "Analysis of Time Require

ment to Evacuate Transient and Permanent Population From Various Areas Within 

the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone, July 1981." This analysis, 

which considers the beach visitors, the number of cars and the routes, concludes 

that the evacuation time estimate for the general population of transient and 

permanent residents on a summer weekend is 2 hours for a radius of 2 miles from 

the plant, and 4.5 hours for a radius of 5 miles from the plant. The California 

State Department of Parks and Recreation has a revised "Nuclear Power Plant 

Emergency Response Plan for the San Onofre, San Clemente, and Doheny State Park 

and Beach Areas, December 1980" which details the evacuation routes and traffic 

control points. The Southern California Edison Company has installed sirens 

within the 10 mile emergency planning zone including all the beach areas. The 

sirens would be activated in the event of an accident at the plant that 

required people to take protective measures such as shelter or evacuation.  

With the traffic control, people to the north of the plant would only be allowed 

to evacuate to the north, and people south of the plant would be required to 

evacuate to the south; therefore, it would not be necessary for evacuees to 

pass by the plant.  
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An emergency exercise was enacted May 13, 1981, to demonstrate the Emergency 

Plan at SONGS. This exercise was witnessed by the NRC and FEMA and in a 

June 3, 1981 memorandum from FEMA to the NRC, FEMA states, in part, that: 

"A joint exercise was conducted on May 13, 1981, to evaluate the 
off-site capabilities of the State and local jurisdictions to 
respond to a nuclear emergency at the San Onofre station. The exer
cise reflected a general overall state of preparedness to implement 
general emergency plans." 

In an enclosure to that memorandum (at pages 2 and 6), it is further stated 

that: 

"On May 13, 1981, FEMA Region IX with support from FEMA headquarters, 
Regions VIII and X, and the RAC [Regional Assistance Committee] 
conducted an evaluation of the offsite capabilities of the local, 
and State, jurisdictions to respond to a nuclear emergency at SONGS.  
The evaluation preparation, conduct, and subsequent critique process 
closely followed guidance provided by FEMA National program office.  
The findings of that evaluation reflected a general overall prepared
ness to implement their plans and to respond to the scenario from an 
operational standpoint, but significant shortfalls were observed in 
the ability to conduct radiological response operations. Further, 
the critical areas of ingestion pathway sampling and analysis, as 
well as Reentry and Recovery operations were not observed due to the 
restricted nature of the scenario. Communications, EOF facility, 
and general coordination were also'considered to be weak and need 
further address through training and drill efforts. The evacuation 
portion of the exercise was considered adequate but was felt it did 
not totally test the evacuation requirement, and therefore, reflected 
a need for further study, drill, and exercise.....  

A range of protective actions has been developed for *the plume 
exposure pathway EPZ for both emergency workers and the public.  
Guidelines for the choice of protective actions during an emergency 
are developed and in place. Protective actions for the ingestion 
exposure pathway EPZ, appropriate to the locale, are generally 
developed. Further development and testing of these guidelines is 
recommended, but do not impose an impediment to the total response 
capability." 

* In summary, FEMA found the State and local government emergency response plans 

minimally adequate," but found the offsite.capability for implementation inade

quate pending taking of corrective action. In a letter dated June 26, 1981, 
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to the NRC, the Southern California Edison Company (SCE) stated that a series 

of meetings had been held with FEMA and with all local jurisdictions to develop 

a plan of action for the continuing development of emergency preparedness.  

The plan and its schedule for implementation are described in Appendix B. FEMA 

in a July 14, 1981 memo from R. Jaske to B. Grimes of the NRC states that they 

have confirmed with FEMA Region IX that SCE's letter of June 26 represents 

agreed positions concerning FEMA's major concerns, what needs to be done to 

correct them, and SCE's proposed actions to assist in correcting them. The 

NRC staff has reviewed the corrective action proposed by the licensee to 

address the FEMA determinations and concluded that when completed these 

actions will adequately resolve the expressed concerns. Accordingly, in an 

October 26, 1981 letter the NRC advised SCE that the deficiencies identified 

by FEMA must be resolved and SCE must clearly demonstrate that the deficien

cies have been corrected before the staff can complete its assessment of the over

all state of emergency preparedness with respect to Unit 1. SCE stated in a 

letter to FEMA dated October 15, 1981, that they have completed all of the items 

of concern identified in the June 26 letter. FEMA is reviewing the October 15, 

1981 letter and is expected to make a final determination on the adequacy of 

these actions in mid-November 1981. In view of the NRC staff's previous evalua

tion of the current emergency plan, the present efforts to further upgrade the 

emergency preparedness at San Onofre, and the schedule to meet FEMA's concerns 

in the near-term., there is no unacceptable risk to the health and safety to 

the public that would justify an order to shut down San Onofre Unit 1.  

Mr. Nader quotes the values of acute fatalities (130,000) and latent fatalities 

(300,000) from a supplement to the Draft Environmental Statement (DES) for San 

Onofre Units 2 and 3. The calculations did not apply to Unit 1. In addition, 
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the Final Environmental Statement for Units 2 and 3 (NUREG-0490) states that 

for serious accidents with the low probability of 10-8, the values of acute 

fatalities is 30,000 and latent cancers for 80 km/total is 12,000/24,000, 

For the very low probability accidents having the potential for causing radia

tion exposure above the threshold for acute fatality at distances beyond 16 km 

(10 mi), it would be reasonable to expect that authorities would evacuate per

sons at all distances at which such exposures might occur, even though planning 

for such a contingency is not required. Acute fatality consequences would 

therefore reasonably be expected to be very much less than the numbers shown.  

See Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2.  

Mr. Nader quotes a "property damage" value of $180 billion from a Science Appli

cations, Incorporated study. This value is from Table 11-24 A, and is, as in 

the use of the values for health effects, also for a release from San Onofre 

Unit 2 or 3. The value is not appropriate for San Onofre Unit 1 because of 

the lower inventory of radioactive material in the Unit 1 reactor core.  

Mr. Nader asserts in paragraph four of his July 10, 1981 letter that: 

"New seismic information, unavailable in 1969 when Unit I was 
licensed, underscores the gravity of the situation. In 1980, a new 
fault zone, the Christianitos Zone of Deformation (CZD) was dis
covered and mapped by the U.S. Geological Survey at the request of' 
the NRC. Traces of both this fault and the Newport-Inglewood fault 
pass precipitously close to the plant. Had this information been 
known in 1969, it is doubtful that the AEC could or would have 
licensed the Unit I reactor." 

Although not identified as the Cristianitos Zone of Deformation (CZD), a feature 

aligned along the CZD known as Fault E, which.is not part of the present day 

mapped Cristianitos Fault, was identified and mapped in 1971 by Marine Advisors 

Associates, consultants to the Southern California Edison Company. The fault 
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was removed from their 1972 maps because further interpretation did not substan

tiate a continuous fault, but rather a discontinuous zone of deformation.  

A detailed investigation was made in 1980 by Southern California Edison at the 

request of the NRC, assisted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), to determine 

the offshore extent of the Cristianitos Fault and to determine whether it is 

structurally related to the Offshore Zone of Deformation (OZD) of which the 

Newport-Inglewood fault is a part. The closely spaced, high resolution seismic 

reflection profiles taken offshore of the SONGS site revealed a zone of discon

tinuous, en-echelon faults and folds which were collectively referred to as 

the CZD. The CZD is not seen in the sea cliff exposure along its projected 

trend. Also, a Pleistocene erosion platform, which is believed to be 40,000 

to 80,000 years old, can be seen in the seismic reflection profiles to overlie, 

undisturbed, the CZD. Since this would indicate that the CZD has not moved 

for at least that period of time, it is considered to be noncapable and does 

not present a hazard to the SONGS site. (See NUREG-0712, Section 2.5.1.12) 

In paragraph five Mr. Nader asserts: 

"Furthermore, the Unit I reactor is plagued with very serious safety 
problems. In operation over 13 years, it was shut down in April 
1980 due to severe leakage and corrosion in its steam generators.  
Pacific Gas and Electric (sic) claims that the damage has been 
corrected through the use of an unprecedented plugging and sleeving 
process, but even the NRC admits that the $67 million operation was 
'highly experimental.' This means that Unit I is not only externally 
incapable of withstanding a serious quake produced by the Newport
Inglewood fault, but that internally it is highly susceptible to 
any major ground motion. These conditions, in such a densely popu
lated area, are clearly intolerable." 

The steam generator tube leakage at the time of the April 1980 shutdown was 

270 gallons per day. This was considerably less than the allowable leak rate 
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limit of 430 gallons per day permitted by the Plant Technical Specifications.  

Subsequent inspections revealed the cause of the leakage to .be intergranular 

corrosion attack of the tubing at the top of the tubesheet elevation. The 

extent of intergranular corrosion attack was found to be general throughout 

the.central regions of the tube bundles where substantial sludge had accumu

lated on the tubesheet. Approximately 60% of the steam generator tubes needed 

repair based upon the inspection results.  

General industry practice for performing tube repairs has and continues to be 

the plugging of the affected tubes on both the inlet and outlet sides, thereby 

effectively removing these tubes from service. However, the plugging of each 

of the tubes requiring repair during the April 1980 outage would have resulted 

in excessive loss of available heat transfer area. For this reason, Westing

house and Southern California Edison developed a sleeving repair technique as 

an alternative to plugging. The advantage of sleeving, as opposed to plugging, 

is that it allows the repaired tubes to remain in service. Similar sleeve 

repairs have been performed previously at other plants (Palisades in 1978 and 

R. E. Ginna in 1980), but for a much smaller number-of tubes.  

Sleeve repairs involve the insertion of a smaller diameter tube (i.e., the 

sleeve) into the tube to be repaired. The sleeve is inserted until it spans 

the affected region of the affected tube, and a sleeve to.tube joint is formed 

at the upper and lower ends. The San Onofre sleeves were designed to function 

as the primary pressure boundary, with no credit taken for the remaining strength 

of the affected tube wall. Like the original tubing, the sleeves have been 

designed and analyzed in accordance with Section III of the ASME Boiler and 
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Pressure Vessel Code and applicable regulatory guides. The governing load con

ditions included the differential pressure loadings and differential thermal 

expansions (between tubes) associated with design, test and faulted [e.g., 

Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)] conditions.  

Seismically induced loadings are not a governing load condition for steam gen

erator tubing except at the upper support plate and U-bends. The recent cor

rosion problems and sleeves are located at the tubesheet where the seismic

induced loadings are reported to be very small. 2 The structural integrity of 

the tubing at the more limiting upper support plate.and U-bend locations has 

been verified previously by the licensee on the basis of the 0.67 g ground 

motion earthquake prescribed by the NRC.3 

The steam generator repair programs implemented during the April 1980 outage 

at San Onofre Unit 1 has been evaluated by the staff and found to be acceptable.4 

Southern California Edison has implemented a number of corrective measures to 

retard the rate of further corrosion. These include the use of secondary side 

hot and cold water soaks, stricter surveillance and control of the secondary 

water chemistry, and reduced temperature operation. The San Onofre steam gen

erator tubes, including the sleeved tubes, will be inspected at regular inter

vals as required by the Plant Technical Specifications. San Onofre Unit 1 has 

a license condition to perform the first such inspection within six effective 

full power months following restart from the April 1980 outage.5 Any additional 

2Westinghouse Report No. SE-SP-40(80), Revision 1, "Steam Generator Repair 
Report for Southern California Edison San Onofre Unit 1," March 1981.  

3Southern California Edison letter to the staff dated February 14, 1977.  
4Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation supporting 
Amendment No. 55 to Provisional Operating License No. DPR-13, Southern 
California Edison Company, San Onofre Unit 1, Steam Generator Repair 
Program and Restart, Docket Number 50-206, June 8, 1981.  

sSee id.  
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corrosion will result in additional repairs and other corrective measures as 

appropriate.  

III 

On the basis of the foregoing, I have determined that no adequate basis exists 

for ordering the suspension of the operating license for San Onofre Nuclear 

Generating Station, Unit 1. Mr. Nader also requested that the Commission con

duct a "license review" for Unit 1. The staff has been conducting a compre

hensive review of Unit 1 under the auspices of the NRC's Systematic Evaluation 

Program (SEP). The SEP is a program begun in 1978 by the NRC to review the 

licensing basis of older operating facilities, including San Onofre Unit 1, in 

order to provide: (1) documentation regarding comparison of the facility with 

current criteria on significant safety issues (topics) and a rationale for accept

able departures from these criteria, (2) integrated and balanced decisions with 

regard to any required backfitting, and (3) a safety assessment suitable for 

use in considering a conversion of a Provisional Operating License to a Full

Term Operating License where applicable, as for San Onofre Unit 1. The SEP 

topic review for.San Onofre Unit 1 was about 72% complete as of September 30, 

1981. The draft safety evaluation providing the results of the review is 

presently targeted for summer 1982. I believe that the SEP review essentially 

meets Mr. Nader's concern that the Commission reassess the licensing basis for 

older plants like San Onofre Unit 1. However, I have not found that there is 

a basis to suspend operation at this time during performance of the SEP review.  

Consequently, Mr. Nader's request is denied.  
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A copy of this decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for 

review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. As 

provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), this decision will constitute the final action of 

the Commission twenty-five (25) days after the date of issuance, unless the 

Commission, on its own motion, institutes the review of this decision within 

that time.  

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 16 -day of November, 1981 

Attachments: 
Appendices A and B 
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APPENDIX A 

The following t-ables summarize some of the results relating to the calculated 

consequences of severe accidents postulated at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating 

Station Unit 1 site. The calculations were performed as part of ongoing siting 

studies in support of siting rulemaking.  

The results, shown in Tables 1 and 2, were based on a number of assumptions 

that were used in the modified version of CRAC code. The definitions of acci

dents and the evacuation scenarios used in the calculations are shown in . Table 3.  

For San Onofre 1 site the calculations used: (1) closest meteorological station 

at Sante Marie, California, (2) 1970 census population data, and (3) 1347 .MWt 

power level.  

In Table 1 the model assumes evacuation to 10 miles only. In Table 2 the model 

assumes evacuation to 20 miles. In Tables 1 and 2 the Evacuation Scenario 1 

is referred to as "best," Scenario 7 (30%, 40%, 30% weighing of Scenario 1, 2, 

and 3) is referred to as "Summary," and Scenario 5 (which is based on a 24-hour 

acute dose) is referred to as "No" evacuation. These scenarios are described 

in Table 4.  

Figures.for latent cancer fatalities in the row labeled "Initial" are due to 

whole body dose from initial exposure, while those labeled "Total" are an 
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integral of latent cancers for all age groups exposed for their remainder of 

respective lifetimes.  
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Table 1: Calculated Consequences of Accidents at San Onofre Unit 1 Using 
Actual Power Level of 1347 MWt Evacuation Out to 10 Miles 

SST-1 SST-2 SST-3 

Prob. Prob. Prob.  
Mean Peak of Peak Mean Peak of Peak Mean Peak of Peak 

"Summary"* Evacuation 

Acute Fatalities 0.0339 126 4.79 x 10-o 0 0 0 0 

Acute Injuries 17.7 22,200 4.79 x 10-1o 0 0 0 0 

"Best"^ Evacuation 

3 Acute Fatalities 0.0339 126 4.79 x 10-1o 0 0 0 0 

Acute Injuries 14.3 22,200 4.79 x 10-1o 0 0 0 0 

"No"* Evacuation 

Acute Fatalities 4.64 2,900 7.01 x 10-1o 0 0 0 0 

Acute Injuries 122 22,200 4.79 x 10-1 0 0 0 0 

Latent Cancer 
Fatalities* 

Initial 152 2,260 2.20 x 10-8 6.18 84.2 2.20 x 10-1 0.0371 0.401 2.35 x 10

Total 1490 14,100 1.52 x 10-8 78.5 872 7.61 x 10-1o 0.219 1.66 7.61 x 10-10 

* See Table 4.  
**Based upon "Worst" Evacuation of Table 4.



Table 2: Calculated Consequences of Accidents 
at San Onofre Unit 1 Using Actual 
Power Level of 1347 MWt Evacuation Out 
to 20 Miles 

SST-1 

Prob.  
Mean Peak of Peak 

"Summary"* Evacuation 

Acute Fatalities 0 0 

Acute Injuries 2.3 1,700 3.2 x 10-9 

"Best"* Evacuation 

Acute Fatalities 0 0 

Acute.Injuries 5.2 x 10-2 270 6.2 x 10-10 

"No"* Evacuation 

Acute Fatalities 4.64 2,900 7.01 x 10-10 

Acute Injuries 122 22,200 4.79 x 10-10 

Latent Cancer 
Fatalities 

Initial 130 2,300 1.5 x 10-8 

Total 1,100 14,000 9.8 x 10-9 

*See Table 4.  
**Based upon "Worst" Evacuation of-Table 4.  
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Table 3: Assumptions for Siting Analysis 

Time of Release Warning Release 
Release Probability Release Duration Time Height Release 
Category (reactor-yr)-l (hr) (hr) (hr) (meters) Energy 

SST 1 1x10-4  1.5 2 0.5 10 0 

SST 2 2 x 10-4  3 2 1 10 0 

SST 3 5 x 10-4  1 4 0.5 10 0 

SST 4 1 x 10- 3  0.5 1 - 10 0 

SST 5 5 x 10-3  0.5 1 - 10 0 

Accident Type Nature of Containment Leakage 

SST 1 Core Melt Large, Overpressure failure 

SST 2 Core Melt Large, H2 Explosion or Loss of Isolation 

SST 3 Core Melt 1%/day 

SST 4 Gap Release 1%/day 

SST 5 Gap Release 0.1%/day 
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Table 4: Emergency Response Scenarios 

Distance Time before 

Evacuated Evacuations Rate of Evacuation 

("Best") 1. Evacuation 10 Miles 1 hr Delay 10 mph 

2. Evacuation 10 Miles 3 hr Delay 10 mph 

3. Evacuation 10 Miles 5 hr Delay 10 mph 

4. Sheltering 10 Miles 6 hr Relocation Regional Sheltering 

Facilities 

("No") 5. No emergency response (24 hr acute dose) 
("Worst") 6. Evacuation 10 Miles 5 hr Delay 1 mph 

("Summary") 7. Evacuation summary (30%, 40%, 30% weighting of 1, 2, 3) 
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APPENDIX B 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS REQUIRED TO ADDRESS FEMA DETERMINATIONS OF JUNE 3, 1981* 

FEMA CONCERNS FEMA RECOMMENDATION RESPONSE* 

FEMA Region IX Evaluation of Plans and Capabilities 

"Most Critical Concern" 

1. The assessment and Develop a multi-jurisdic- Continue to install the Health Physics Computer which 
monitoring of actual tional response capability will provide a prompt conservative assessment of the 
offsite radiological to assure adequate coverage actual radiological consequences of an accident. This 
consequences of a radio- of plume pathway and stan- will be operational to a limited degree by fuel load 
logical emergency condition dardized-procedures which with full operation expected by July 1982. Further 
through methods, systems allow flexibility in develop standard radiological monitoring procedures 
and equipment is considered response. (SOP's) for the local jurisdictions and the Offsite 
to be weak and in need of Dose Assessment Center (ODAC) by August 1981. SCE 
improvement to meet minimum additionally will assess the local jurisdictions' 
criteria. current equipment against their needs and identify 

any deficiencies noted. SCE will provide staffing 
to assume a role of leadership in this function.  
SCE will provide training programs for personnel 
involved in use of the SOP's.  

"Serious Concern" 

2. The interim - EOF shows a Until the permanent EOF is SCE will develop SOP's to make current EOF operations 
lack of clear operating completed, the interim EOF clearer and more manageable along the lines of the 
procedures, fragmentation should be relocated to a current planning arrangements. Limited physical 
of the facility, lack of single location separate improvements of the present facilities will be 
management direction com- from the San Clemente EGG, identified. and accomplished; 
munications, size of the and staffedrwith management, 
facility, and is a signifi- lcommunicators and other 
cant impedance to the San support personnel necessary 
Clemente Ef e operation. for EOF operations.1F 

(The schedule for these actions is identified in pages B-4 andO 
**As a result of a meeting between FEMA and SCE on June 15, 1981, it is SCE's understanding that the significant 

concerns addressed in the FEMA Region IX Evaluation of the May 13, 1981 Exercise are covered in these planned 
actions.



FEMA CONCERNS FEMA RECOMMENDATION RESPONSES 

"Major Concerns" 

3. A need to clarify monitor- Develop a joint standard- (See item [1] above.) SCE will develop standardized 
ing and assessment duties ized multi-jurisdictional procedures for the five involved counties to obtain 
for both plume and inges- response team. samples, conduct analyses, and take necessary protec
tion pathways as they tive actions for the ingestion pathway emergency 
pertain to State OES, planning zone consistent with the State Radiological 
State Radiological Health Health proposed ingestion pathway procedures. Develop 
and local jurisdiction. an integrated radiological'response team to be directed 

by the Offsite Dose Assessment Center (ODAC) to conduct 
field monitoring.  

4. Means to provide early Install sirens and provide SCE will proceed with current plans for siren installa
notification and clear warning dissemination tion. SCE will develop SOP's for public notification 
instructions to the public capacity to remote areas via the*Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) and local sta
within the plume exposure where public address tions identified in theplans. SCE will develop SOP's 
pathway EPZ have not been systems from surface or for coordination and decisionmaking in use of sirens.  

T installed or tested. airborne vehicle is 
requi red.  

5. Adequate emergency facili- SCE provide response equip- Agreements have been made between SCE and local agencies 
ties and equipment to ment which was promised to that specific equipment will be ordered by the local 
support the emergency the local jurisdictions, jurisdictions and billed to SCE. Equipment procurement 
response have not been including sirens and addi- has begun and is continuing. SCE will follow up with 
provided. tional communications report on status of equipment received or on order.  

equipment. SCE will review equipment needs and status of equipment 
procurement activities.  

6. Radiological emergency SCE, in conjunction with the (See items [1 and [3] above.) SCE will develop and 
response training has State of California,.should implement a program of training in the critical areas 
essentially not been develop the necessary train- of radiation monitoring and assessment, communications, 
provided to those who ing to meet the identified decisionmaking and coordination regarding protective 
may be called upon to needs in the local actions, etc.  
assist in an emergency. jurisdictions.  
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FEMA CONCERNS FEMA RECOMMENDATION RESPONSES 

"Sufficient Concern to 
Remain a Major.Issue" 

7. SCE has not made informa- Disseminate advance public SCE will proceed with the public education program that 
tion available about how information. includes an emergency response brochure and radiation 
the public would be notified information brochure mailer, preparation and distribu
or what the public's initial tion of flyers and posters, new ads, community meetings, 
actions should be in an etc.  
emergency.  
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SUMMARY OF PLANNED ACTION 

SCHEDULE 

1. Develop SOP's covering the following topics: 
1st draft - 7/15/81 

a. Operation of the Offsite Dose Assessment Final draft - 9/1/81 
Center (ODAC) Implement - 10/1/81 

b. Radiation surveys by field monitoring teams 

c. Emergency Communications 

d. Use of the siren alerting system and public 
notification 

e. Coordination relating to protective actions 

f. Acquisition, display and use of meteorological 
data 

g. Operation of the EOF Item (i): 

h. Ingestion pathway monitoring 1st draft - 9/15/81 
Final draft - 11/1/81 

i. Existing SOP's covering other plan elements Implement - 12/1/81 

2. Obtain equipment required to carry out radiation 
monitoring functions 

a. Survey types and quantities of equipment 7/15/81 
actually in place 

b. Initiate procurement of equipment shortages 8/1/81 

3. Develop additional communications capability 

a. Expand interagency phone network to.include 7/15/81 
CHP 

b. Provide speaker monitors at EOC's 7/15/81 

c. Provide teletype message system network 10/15/81 
between all principal centers 

d. Provide additional communication circuits 10/15/81 
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SCHEDULE 

4. Make physical improvements to the EOF 

a. Identify possible improvements 9/1/81 

b. Obtain agreements to make improvements 9/1/81 

c. Construct improvements 10/15/81 

5. Install Sirens 50% by 7/1/81 
90% by 9/1/81 
100% by 10/15/81 

6. Accomplish training in use of new and existing 
procedures, facilities, and equipment 

a. Develop training program (long and short term) 7/15/81 

b. Develop training material (short term program) 9/1/81 

c. Conduct training and drills (short term program) 9/1/81 through 
10/15/81 

d. Implement long term training program 11/1/81 through 
2/1/82 

7. Public Information Program Ongoing, 
Initial program 
complete 9/1/81 
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